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Packt Publishing Limited, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Your one-stop guide for building, configuring, maintaining, and deploying one of
the world s fastest growing OSes About This Book * Understand the features of CoreOS and learn to
administrate and secure a CoreOS environment * Develop, test, and deploy cloud services and
applications more quickly and efficiently inside lightweight containers using CoreOS * This is a
complete tutorial on CoreOS, which is the preferred OS for cloud computing as it contains
components that facilitate cloud management Who This Book Is For This book is for cloud or
enterprise administrators and application developers who would like to gain knowledge about
CoreOS to deploy a cloud application or micro-services on a cluster of cloud servers. It is also aimed
at administrators with basic networking experience. You do not need to have any knowledge of
CoreOS. What You Will Learn * Understand the benefits of CoreOS as a cloud orchestration platform
* Learn about lightweight containers and various container frameworks such as Docker and RKT in
CoreOS * Manage services and containers across cluster using Fleet and systemd * Set up a CoreOS
environment using Vagrant *...
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I just started out looking over this ebook. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Mica ela  K utch-- Mica ela  K utch

The ebook is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 % of the book. I am happy to let you know
that here is the very best pdf i have got read during my very own existence and might be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . B r a nnon Wolf-- Dr . B r a nnon Wolf
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